
1 In Defense of the Canadian Goose
Marc D. Common

1.1 Goo(d|se)
Canadian geese are extremely cuddly and deserve our love and affection.

It is such a shame that they are being put into the same will-break-your-arm
category as say, swans, who are the true spawns of Satan.

This is caused, in part, by people not being around the Canadian goose
enough. That needs to change.

1.1.1 How to Import Goose

This section was supposed to be about the legal intricacies of transporting the
goose from Canada to ones home country. However, my visa applications keep
getting rejected on the basis that I am ”not real” and that they ”cannot be sure
I am not from Australia”.

As such, we will have to settle with importing the Canadian Goose package
in the programming language Python.

from Canada import Goose as pet
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Figure 1: Canadian goose with a gosling

Goo(d|se)
Canadian geese are extremely cuddly and deserve our love and affection.

It is such a shame that they are being put into the same will-break-your-arm
category as say, swans, who are the true spawns of Satan.

This is caused, in part, by people not being around the Canadian goose enough.
That needs to change.
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if Marc.country() == "Canada":
Marc.adopt(pet)

1.2 Quacking Mad
That’s what the people that don’t like them are.

1.2.1 How about DuckDuckNo

Their bad reputation is nothing more than a propaganda spread by the Duck-
DuckGo1 people.

1.3 Conclusion
I like geese.

1.4 Author’s note:
From Emojipedia:

Goose is a candidate for inclusion in Unicode 15.0 scheduled for
release in 2022 and was added to draft Emoji 15.0 in 2022.

Very excited!
• Very!

If approved in late 2022, this emoji is likely to arrive on most
platforms in 2023.

1https://www.duckduckgo.com
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How to Import Goose

This section was supposed to be about the legal intricacies of transporting the
goose from Canada to ones home country. However, my visa applications keep
getting rejected on the basis that I am “not real” and that they “cannot be sure
I am not from Australia”.

As such, we will have to settle with importing the Canadian Goose package in
the programming language Python.

’from Canada import Goose as pet‘

if Marc.country() == ’Canada’:
Marc.adopt(pet)

Quacking Mad
That’s what the people that don’t like them are.

How about DuckDuckNo

Their bad reputation is nothing more than a propaganda spread by the Duck-
DuckGo people.

Conclusion
I like geese.

Author’s note:
From Emojipedia: > Goose is a candidate for inclusion in Unicode 15.0 scheduled
for release in 2022 and was added to draft Emoji 15.0 in 2022. » Very excited!
» » - Very! > > If approved in late 2022, this emoji is likely to arrive on most
platforms in 2023.
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